
Regular Board Meeting 
Monday, July 3, 2017 

 
 
Randy Preston, Chairman 
Shaun Gillilland, Vice-Chairman 
 
Chairman Preston called this Regular Board Meeting to order at 10:00 am with a salute to the 
flag. Upon roll-call, the following Supervisors were found in attendance: Archie Depo, Ed 
Gardner, Shaun Gillilland, Joseph Giordano, Charlie Harrington, Mike Marnell, Steve McNally, 
Noel Merrihew, Wester Miga, James Monty, Ron Moore, Gerald Morrow, Roby Politi, Randy 
Preston, Tom Scozzafava, Michael Tyler and Joe-Pete Wilson.  Charlie Whitson, Jr. was 
previously excused. 
 
Department Heads present were: Richard Cutting, Mike Diskin, Judy Garrison, Chris Garrow, 
Don Jaquish, Dan Manning, Michael Mascarenas and Dan Palmer. 
 
Also present were:  Lynn Donaldson, Dawn Belden, Jenn Mascarenas and Margaret Bartley. 
 
News Media present: Lohr McKinstry – Sun News. 
 
 
PRESTON:  I’ll call this meeting to order.  Please rise with a salute to the flag.  Roll call please.  
Okay the first item I understand that there was a number of people that weren’t able to attend 
George’s service due to various valid reasons. I understand that.  So what we have is a six 
minute video as a tribute to George and we’re going to run that first and I’ve got to tell you, it’s 
pretty moving. 
 

- Video slide show tribute to George Canon –  
 
PRESTON:  I’ll give it a second here and we’ll move on.  I’m very proud to say my wife put that 
together and she did a great job. George always liked her better anyways.  (laughter)  
Okay we’ll move onto resolutions. 
 
RESOLUTION #160 – APPOINTMENTS TO BOARDS, COMMITTEES AND/OR COUNCILS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Harrington, seconded by Mr.  Scozzafava and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #161 – AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY PURCHASING AGENT TO GO OUT 
FOR RFP OR BID FOR OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES FOR ALCOHOL AND 
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES IN ESSEX COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Harrington, seconded by Mr.  Monty and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #162 – ADOPTING ND APPROVING QUALITY IMPROVEMENT REVIEWS 
AND POLICIES/PROCEDURES FOR THE ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT 
PUBLIC HEALTH UNIT AND CERTFIED HOME HEALTH UNIT APPROVED BY THE PAC. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Tyler, seconded by Mr.  Gillilland and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #163 – AUTHORIZING BUDGET AMENDMENTS FOR VARIOUS 
DEPARTMENTS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Marnell and adopted 
upon a roll-call vote as follows:  
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AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #164 – AUTHORIZING THE HIRING OF A PART-TIME, TELEHEALTH 
PROJECT COORDINATOR IN THE ESSEX COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT, AT AN 
HOURLY RATE OF $20.67, WITH FUNDS TO COME FROM DELIVERY SYSTEM REFORM 
INCENTIVE PAYMENT (DSRIP) 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Depo and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON:  Discussion? 
 
PALMER:  It should be $20.67 per hour. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you.  Is this something that is going to be a one year thing? 
 
PALMER:  It’s based upon grant funding and when the grant ends, the position ends.  It would 
be for as long as the grant was eligible or continued to be eligible for. 
 
MONTY: Thank you. 
 
PRESTON: Any other discussion?  If not, roll call vote. 
 
RESOLUTION #165 – AUTHORIZING AN INCREASE IN HOURS FOR A FULL-TIME BUS 
DRIVER IN THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT FROM 35 HOURS PER WEEK TO 40 
HOURS PER WEEK; AND AUTHORIZING TO CHANGE THE CLASSIFICATION OF A PART-
TIME BUS DRIVER POSITION TO FULL TIME BUS DRIVER POSTION. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Marnell, seconded by Mr. Miga and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #166 – ACCEPTING, ADOPTING AND PLACING ON FILE POLICIES, PLANS, 
PROCEDURES AND ANNUAL REPORTS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Tyler, seconded by Mr. Miga and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #167 – AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT WITH WELLS COMMUNICATIONS TO 
PROVIDE QUALIFIED RADIO TECHNICIAN SERVICES IN THE EMERGENCY SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT, AT A RATE OF $80.00 PER HOUR AND $120.00 PER HOUR OVERTIME; 
AND FURTHER AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO 
EXECUTE SAID CONTRACTS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Morrow, seconded by Mr. Merrihew and adopted upon 
a roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2264 votes 
NOES:        531 votes (Monty, McNally, Scozzafava) 
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ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON:  Discussion? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  What’s the overtime?  This is a per diem position correct? 
 
PALMER:  No, no this is an actual; essentially what it is is an on call service if you need work 
done and what we do is we go out to contract to establish what they will charge us per hour 
when we call for that particular service.  If you need service to your radios within your 
communities then we will send them there but by going out to contract we know ahead of time 
exactly what they are going to cost. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So the overtime will be based on anything over 40 hours?  In other words how 
do you, what kicks in the overtime rate? 
 
PALMER: Well that’s going to be like every other Federal rule that’s in place.  If it’s over forty 
hours within a work week, if that particular tech reaches that point then you have to pay them 
overtime. So if you called them in on a Saturday and they had already worked a week 
somewhere else they are still employed by that particular employer and we are then subject to 
paying overtime rates. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So if they worked for Clinton County for 40 hours that week and then we called 
them in on a Saturday to work for us we pay overtime? 
 
PALMER:  Absolutely.  It’s required by the Fair Labor Standards rules is any employee of an 
employer who exceeds 40 hours in a work week, doesn’t matter where the work comes from it 
still requires overtime.  This even goes back to when we had Horace Nye people working in 
other departments and they exceeded forty in a week we still are subject to overtime rules. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  This is a per diem? 
 
PALMER:  It’s not a per diem.  It’s a contract but under the terms of the contract we still have to 
pay overtime rates. 
 
McNALLY:  Does this contract have guidelines for travel costs? 
 
PALMER: I think, well, we can offer Don the courtesy of the floor.  He’s here.  If there is more 
specific questions. 
 
PRESTON:  Courtesy of the floor to Mr. Jaquish.  Moved by Mr. Scozzafava, second by Mr. 
Monty.  All in favor. 
 
JAQUISH:  Good morning.  This is a contract for, if it was on a Saturday it would be an 
emergency. If it’s after hours it would be an emergency. We have a contract with Wells to get 
out our paging system. We have a contract with Motorola; Wells is the authorized dealer for the 
LMR, the land, mobile radio system.  Things that aren’t covered are like all our mobiles that type 
of thing. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I understand all that.  My concern is what activates the overtime?  At what point 
are we paying $120.00 an hour verses $80.00? 
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JAQUISH: If they come during the day that would probably be straight cut. If we call them after 
hours, it’s going to be overtime. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  That’s my question so if they work no hours for us and they get called on a 
Saturday that’s $120.00 per hour? 
 
JAQUISH:  Yup. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So they have a set work week Monday through Friday, a contract for 
emergency radios?  I don’t buy that at all. 
 
JAQUISH: They are a vendor.  They are going to schedule their employees just like any other 
vendor for 40 hours a week. Maybe we need them on a Wednesday then that would be straight 
time. 
 
MANNING: Tom it’s commonly done in the industry 8-5 is your regular time if it’s after that as 
Don said they have scheduled people elsewhere or they are off or they are out you pay a higher 
fee or on a Saturday or a Sunday or a holiday.  Maybe overtime wasn’t the correct word to put in 
there but that’s as I have always seen it in these types of contracts. 
 
PALMER:  Again it comes back to that contractor is not going to agree to a contract unless he 
can cover the cost of his employees. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I get that. 
 
PALMER:  And if his employer exceeds 40. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  It’s the overtime that I have an issue with. 
 
PALMER:  But again he as a contractor if his employee exceeds 40 in a work week he’s got to 
pay him overtime. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I understand that but if he doesn’t get forty and we call them on a Saturday or a 
Sunday and after hours we’re paying $120.00 per hour, that’s what I’m hearing Don say. 
 
PALMER:  Absolutely.  That’s absolutely the case because the contractor is not going to agree 
to a contract where he’s going to be forced to pay overtime and he’s not going to get it from us. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  The Federal Labor Law doesn’t state that. The Federal Labor Law states 
anything worked above and beyond 40 hours your responsible for the overtime. 
 
MANNING:  I think it was a poor choice of words, overtime it’s not really overtime. 
 
PALMER:  It’s covering their overtime costs. 
 
MANNING:  It’s not really overtime.  It has really nothing to do with overtime.  It’s a fee they 
always charge if you have to call them in after regular working hours.  It shows up in all 
contracts especially these types of contracts. 
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JAQUISH:  To be honest Tom if Mike and I both, Wells has to call us before they start any kind 
of work, they don’t’ just go out there and we will look at that and say, why are you going out after 
four or whatever no, if it’s not urgent circumstance, something that needs to be done right away 
they are going to be doing it during a work day. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: So they don’t go unless they are called? 
 
JAQUISH:  And we’ll budget that and we’ll watch that. We don’t like paying overtime. The only 
time they come out on the weekend if there was something catastrophic, something going on 
and we had to call them. 
 
PRESTON:  Yes, it’s really not worded correctly because it’s not an overtime fee but more an 
after-hours fee. 
 
McNALLY:  On travel time, when does the time start? 
 
JAQUISH: The time starts when they leave their office in Plattsburgh. 
 
McNALLY: There’s no additional mileage charge? 
 
JAQUISH:  No it’s just the straight cost. 
 
PRESTON:  Any further questions for Mr. Jaquish? 
 
MONTY:  So we have a contract with Wells Communication for maintaining these radios? 
 
JAQUISH: We have a contract with Wells. This contract would cover those items that are not 
covered under the paging or the Motorola contract. 
 
MONTY:  It seems to me if they have a contract to cover the system and an additional contract 
they are making out pretty well on the expense of Essex County. 
 
JAQUISH:  It would be rare, that we would call them using this contract.  The Motorola system, 
the transmitters on the mountain tops, the towers all that that is covered under other contracts. 
This is for mobiles for the most part and we wouldn’t find replacing a mobile or repairing a 
mobile a circumstance that would need immediate attention we would kind of try and schedule 
that. This is so that we can call them; let’s say I want a radio installed in the Lewis Fire Truck 
before I would call, Dan would have to do a contract with whoever was going to do it and it 
would just take a lot of time. This way we can just call Wells, they are the low bidder and say 
please go put this radio in and take the one that is defective out they’ll send it for repair.  It’s not 
going to be a high cost contract. 
 
PALMER:  We’re actually paying below prevailing wage rates.  The prevailing wage rate for 
those positions would have been $105.00 an hour and we’re paying $80.00, and the overtime 
rate would have been $157.50 and we’re paying $120.00 that’s why we went out to bid. 
 
PRESTON:  Any further questions?  Discussion?  If not, it is a roll call vote please. 
 
RESOLUTION #168 – AUTHORIZING A CONTRACT AMENDMENT TO FEDERAL 
ENGINERING CONTRACT, NOT TO EXCEED $7,500.00, TO PREPARE AND DESIGN BID 
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SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE ANGIER HILL POWER PLANT UPGRADE WITH FUNDS TO 
COME FROM THE RADIO PROJECT; AND AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR 
COUNTY MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE SAME. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Merrihew and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2275 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    646 votes (Politi, Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #169 – AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER 
TO EXECUTE CONTRACTS OR PURCHASE ORDERS FOR THE EMERGENCY SERVICES 
DEPARTMENT FOR ROUND FOUR STATEWIDE INTEROPERABLE COMMUNICATIONS 
GRANT. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Tyler and adopted upon a roll-
call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #170 – AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER 
TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH VERIZON TO SUPPLY A SECOND SET OF TRUNK 
LINES NECESSARY TO PROVIDE REDUNDANT 911 TRUNK SERVICES. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr. Miga and adopted upon a roll-
call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON: Any questions, discussion? 
 
MONTY:  How much money do we have left in that radio project? 
 
PALMER:  There’s still quite a bit.  There’s like, was there I’m almost thinking $700,000 but I’ll 
find out for sure for you. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
PRESTON:  Any further discussion? If not, roll call vote. 
 
RESOLUTION #171 – OF APPRECIATION TO SCOTT W. BRIDGE UPON HIS RETIREMENT 
FROM THE ESSEX COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Gardner, seconded unanimously and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #172 - OF APPRECIATION TO TERRY COLLINS UPON HIS RETIREMENT 
FROM THE ESSEX COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Miga, seconded unanimously and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #173 – IN SUPPORT OF THE REGIONAL OFFICE OF SUSTAINABLE 
TOURISM (ROOST) TO EXPLORE THE OPPORTUNITY OF HOSTING THE WORLD 
UNIVERSITY GAMES. 
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This resolution was moved by Mr. Politi, seconded unanimously and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #174 – OF APPRECIATION TO JOHN “JACK” NAPPER OF THE TOWN OF 
WESTPORT FOR 50 YEARS OF SERVICE TO THE WESTPORT FIRE DEPARTMENT AND 
AMBULANCE SQUAD. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Tyler, seconded unanimously and adopted. 
 
 
RESOLUTION #175 – AUTHORIZING THE IMPLEMENTATION, AND FUNDING IN THE 
FIRST INSTANCE 100% OF THE FEDERAL-AID AND STATE “MARCHISELLI” PROGRAM-
AID ELIGIBLE COSTS, OF A TRANSPORTATION FEDERAL-AID PROJECT, AND 
APPROPRIATING FUNDS THEREFORE. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Morrow and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #176 – AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER 
TO EXECUTE A CONTRACT WITH CREIGHTON MANNING ENGINEERING, IN AN 
AMOUNT NOT TO EXCEED $298,000.00, FOR ENGINEERING AND DESIGN SERVICES, 
FOR CAMPSITE ROAD OVER HUDSON RIVER BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJECT 
(NYSDOT PIN#1760.68) IN THE TOWN OF NEWCOMB, FROM FEDERAL/STATE AID AND 
BRIDGE BOND MONIES. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Morrow and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #177 – AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY PURCHASING AGENT TO GO OUT 
FOR RFP OR BID FOR VARIOUS SERVICES FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC 
WORKS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Monty, seconded by Mr. Morrow and adopted. 
 
RESOLUTION #178 – AUTHORIZING CONTRACT AMENDMENTS TO SCHODER RIVERS 
ASSOCIATES CONTRACT DPW-18-0006 FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES FOR THE 
OREGON PLAINS ROAD OVER LYONS BROOK IN THE TOWN OF ST. ARMAND, IN AN 
AMOUNT UP TO $8,800.00; FOR ENGINEERING SERVICES INCLUDING CONCEPTUAL 
DESIGN, SURVEY AND HYDRAULIC ANAYLSIS TO MORRISON ROAD OVER STYLES 
BROOK BRIDGE IN THE TOWN OF KEENE, IN AN AMOUNT UP TO $16,300.00; FOR 
ENGINEERING SERVICES INCLUDING CONCEPTUAL DESIGN, TEMPORARY REPAIR 
DESIGN, SURVEY AND HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS FOR INTERBROOK ROAD OVER JOHNS 
BROOK BRIDGE IN THE TOWN OF KEENE, IN AN AMOUNT UP TO $22,100.00; AND 
AUTHORIZING THE COUNTY CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO EXECUTE THE 
SAME. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Wilson, seconded by Mr. Tyler and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
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ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #179 – AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS TO ACCEPT 
A DIGITAL, SOLAR POWERED SPEED SIGN WHICH WAS PURCHASED BY A TOWN OF 
ESSEX RESIDENT AND DONATED TO ESSEX COUNTY. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Gardner, seconded by Mr. Morrow and adopted. 
 
PRESTON:  Any discussion? 
 
TYLER:  Why is this donated to the County?  Why isn’t it donated to the Town of Essex? 
 
GARDNER:  It’s going on a county road. 
 
TYLER: Okay we have signs on State roads and the State doesn’t pay for them. 
 
GARDNER:  The State owns them.  This is donated. 
 
TYLER: The State doesn’t own them we bought them, just curious. 
 
PRESTON:  Any further discussion?  If not, all in favor, opposed – so carried. 
 
RESOLUTION #180 – DENYING A REFUND OF 2007 TOWN AND COUNTY TAXES, TOWN 
OF NORTH ELBA – KEVIN J. KERRIGAN. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Moore and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON:  Discussion?  If not, roll call. 
 
GARRISON:  Mr. Morrow – yes; Mr. Harrington – yes; Mr. Merrihew – yes; Mr. Gardner –yes; 
Mr. Depo – yes; Mr. Wilson – yes; Mr. Monty – yes; Mr. McNally – yes; Mr. Scozzafava – yes; 
Mr. Miga – yes; Mr. Politi – no; Mr. Moore – yes; Mr. Marnell – yes; Mr. Whitson – excused; Mr. 
Giordano – yes; Mr. Tyler – yes; Mr. Gillilland – yes; Mr. Preston – no. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Roby do you have something to shed a little more light on this? 
 
POLITI:  This is something we turned down.  Denied, oh I’m sorry. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Denied. 
 
POLITI:  I’m wrong. I apologize.  I want to make sure it is denied. 
 
GARRISON:  Yes it is denied. 
 
POLITI:  My fault.  I didn’t read it.  My fault. 
 
PRESTON:  Hang on just a second I don’t understand if this wasn’t approved why is it here? 
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MORROW:  If this didn’t go through the committee.  This never should have been brought to 
ways and means. 
 
GARRISON:  Yes there was a resolution that went through committee. 
 
MANNING:  No it didn’t make it through committee Judy.  It didn’t make it through committee. 
 
MORROW:  It didn’t make it through committee, it should have never been brought to ways and 
means. 
 
PRESTON: Exactly. 
 
GARRISON:  It did go through committee. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Actually it did go through because it was denied.  The resolution was to deny 
the refund so it did go through. 
 
GARRISON:  Yes it was to deny the refund. 
 
MANNING:  Yeah but it was denied at the ways and means level. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Which means it should make it to full board. 
 
MANNING: No it doesn’t make to full board if it’s not approved. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  If the resolution passes ways and means it doesn’t go to full board? 
 
MANNING:  If it passes ways and means yes but – 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Well, that’s what I’m saying. 
 
PALMER: It did. It did. 
 
MONTY:  No it didn’t. 
 
PALMER:  It never passed ways and means? 
 
PRESTON:  We need to research this for a second so everybody take a breather. 
 
MORROW:  It was denied at Finance so it should have never went to ways and means. 
 
PRESTON:  We have to research it. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  If it was denied, by a resolution denied? 
 
MORROW:  Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Then that resolution would move forward to ways and means. 
 
PALMER: It still needs to go through. 
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MANNING:  No. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  If a resolution passes committee the next step is ways and means so this was 
in a form of a resolution at Finance obviously it would move to ways and means. 
 
PRESTON:  We need to research it. We can argue all day. 
 
PALMER:  All this is doing is providing the person with a definitive answer.  It was denied. 
 
GARRISON:  It went through our ways and means committee, a resolution denying the refund. 
 
PRESTON:  Okay it was denied so I’m not sure why it’s here. So what do we do now? 
 
MANNING:  You can withdraw this or if you feel like voting on it.  Just withdraw it move a motion 
to withdraw. 
 
PRESTON: Mr. Merrihew a motion to withdraw, a second by Mr. Depo. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Can I call a point of order please. 
 
PRESTON: Standby.  Standby please. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  The resolution at ways and means or at Finance was to deny the refund. 
 
GARRISON: Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So it was a resolution. 
 
GARRISON:  Yes that is correct. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So that resolution would then move forward to ways and means. 
 
GARRISON:  Yes. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Why would it not if it is a formal resolution it absolutely would. 
 
MANNING: It’s a resolution that never made it to ways and means it was denied. 
 
GARRISON:  No, it wasn’t. 
 
WILSON:  The resolution wasn’t denied the refund was denied. 
 
PRESTON:  Can I have some order here. We have the minutes from the ways and means? 
 
GARRISON:  Yes. 
 
MANNING:  Let’s just vote on it and get it out of the way. 
 
PRESTON:  What do the ways and means minutes read Judy? 
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GARRISON:  There was no discussion. The resolution was moved through as denying that 
person a refund. 
 
PRESTON:  So it was denied so how it ended up here today is beyond me. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  It passed the resolution passed. 
 
PRESTON:  So what are we going to do Mr. Attorney? 
 
MANNING: Let’s just vote on it and get it out of the way.  
 
PALMER:  You already voted. 
 
MANNING: But there was a mix up with the vote. 
 
GIORDANO:  The language was to deny right so there is affirmation by the board to deny it 
which creates a positive movement forward right? 
 
GARRISON:  Right you are denying a refund to that person. 
 
GIORDANO:  Nothing changes, because it wasn’t seeking a refund it was denying a refund. 
 
GARRISON: Right. 
 
PRESTON:  Dan can you give us a legal opinion so we can move forward. 
 
MANNING:  Let’s just vote on this and get it out of the way.  It’s a matter of semantics. The 
minutes don’t say that. What happened is it was brought up and denied. The verbiage is not, I 
don’t believe it was said what came out. 
 
GARRISON:  That’s how we do moved it through Finance and how we have worded them in the 
past. 
 
PRESTON:  What was Mr. Merrihew’s motion? Refresh my memory. 
 
MANNING:  Denying this, a motion to deny. 
 
PRESTON: Okay we have a motion and a second on the floor to deny.  Roll call vote please. 
 
GARRISON:  Mr. Morrow – yes; Mr. Harrington – yes; Mr. Merrihew – yes; Mr. Gardner –yes; 
Mr. Depo – yes; Mr. Wilson – yes; Mr. Monty – yes; Mr. McNally – yes; Mr. Scozzafava – yes; 
Mr. Miga – yes; Mr. Politi – yes; Mr. Moore –  
 
MOORE:  Is this a repeat of the first one? 
 
MANNING: Yes. 
 
MOORE:  What did Roby vote? 
 
POLITI:  Yes. 
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GARRISON:  Mr. Marnell – yes; Mr. Whitson – excused; Mr. Giordano – yes; Mr. Tyler – yes; 
Mr. Gillilland – yes; Mr. Preston – yes.  The resolution carries. 
 
PRESTON:  Yes that was to deny by the way and I’m the only one here that has a valid excuse 
so sorry. 
 
RESOLUTION #181 – AUTHORIZING THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS TO APPLY 
FOR AND ACCEPT A WATER QUALITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECT (WQIP) GRANT, WITH 
ASSISTANCE FROM THE ESSEX COUNTY COMMUNITY RESOURCES DEPARTMENT, 
FOR SALT STORAGE STRUCTURE AT DPW FACILITY, AND AUTHORIZING THE 
CHAIRMAN OR COUNTY MANAGER TO EXECUTE GRANT APPLICATION. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Morrow, seconded by Mr. Monty and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #182 – AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF JENNIFER MASCARENAS 
AS THE ESSEX COUNTY PERSONNEL OFFICER TO FILL UNEXPIRED TERM OF THE 
PREVIOUS PERSONNEL OFFICER WHOSE TERM WAS EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2016 
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2021, SUCH NEW APPOINTMENT SHALL BE EFFECTIVE AS 
OF THE DATE OF THIS RESOLUTION THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2021. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Preston and adopted 
upon a roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON:  Congratulations Jennifer. 
 
RESOLUTION #183 – AUTHORIZING THE APPOINTMENT OF LAURIE DEZALIA AS THE 
ESSEX COUNTY AUDITOR TO FILL UNEXPIRED TERM OF THE PREVIOUS COUNTY 
AUDITOR WHOSE TERM WAS EFFECTIVE JANUARY 1, 2016 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 
2017 SUCH NEW APPOINTMENT SHALL BE EFFECTIVE AS OF AUGUST 19, 2017 
THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 2017. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr. Marnell and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
RESOLUTION #184 – DECLARING AS SURPLUS A 1997 FORD LT9000 DUMP TRUCK IN 
THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Marnell, seconded by Mr. Scozzafava and adopted 
upon a roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
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PRESTON:  Any discussion? 
 
MONTY:  I thought they were bidding on this truck? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I’m not too keen on that zero dollars even though I’ll support it. 
 
PRESTON:  Well, it’s a dump truck Tommy if you’re taking it we ought to at least get $12.50. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I had to pay seven bucks for that truck we got. 
 
MONTY:  Have we received it? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Yes. 
 
MORROW:  To make up for all the ones you got for a dollar. 
 
GARRISON:  Resolutions from the floor – authorizing to close a section of the Shore Airport 
Road in the Town of Ticonderoga, to accommodate parking and motorcycle access for the 
Combat Veterans annual motorcycle ride and regional meeting beginning on Friday, July 21 
through Sunday, July 23, 2017. 
 
PRESTON:  Moved by Mr. Giordano, second by Mr. Scozzafava. Do we have twelve to allow it 
on the floor? 
 
GARRISON:  Yes you do. 
 
RESOLUTION #185 - AUTHORIZING TO CLOSE A SECTION OF THE SHORE AIRPORT 
ROAD IN THE TOWN OF TICONDEROGA, TO ACCOMMODATE PARKING AND 
MOTORCYCLE ACCESS FOR THE COMBAT VETERANS ANNUAL MOTORCYCLE RIDE 
AND REGIONAL MEETING BEGINNING ON FRIDAY, JULY 21 THROUGH SUNDAY, JULY 
23, 2017. 
This resolution was moved by Mr.  Giordano, seconded by Mr. Scozzafava and adopted. 
 
PRESTON:  Any discussion? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  This is the 10th anniversary of the ride I believe and they are expecting a huge 
turnout.  I know that they have filled just about every room in southern Essex County.  It’s a 
great event in honor of the combat veterans and also they have a memorial service at the 
Raymond Wright Park in Mineville.  I’m looking forward to it. 
 
MANNING:  How long of an area is this going to be Richard that they close on the shoulder?  
How extensive or Chris? 
 
CUTTING:  Maybe a ¼ or ½ a mile.  It is just above the VFW. 
 
MANNING:  And there will be signage and there will be someone out there? 
 
CUTTING: Mr. Garrow said he would, if this passes he would take care of it with cones and 
signage. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  They have State Police there also. 
 
CUTTING:  And we have the Sheriff’s office it’s just a safety issue. 
 
PRESTON:  Any other discussion?  If not, all in favor, opposed – so carried. 
 
GARRISON:  One more resolution from the floor I have resolution pursuant to the New York 
State environmental quality review act (SEQRA) declaring the changes to Essex County 
Agricultural District No. 1 pursuant to Ag and Markets Law section 303 (A) as an unlisted action, 
determining that the project poses no significant environmental impact. 
 
PRESTON:  Moved by Mr. Gillilland, seconded by Mr. Monty. Do I have twelve to allow it on the 
floor? 
 
GARRISON:  Yes you do. 
 
RESOLUTION #186 - PURSUANT TO THE NEW YORK STATE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY 
REVIEW ACT (SEQRA) DECLARING THE CHANGES TO ESSEX COUNTY 
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT NO. 1 PURSUANT TO AG AND MARKETS LAW SECTION 303 
(A) AS AN UNLISTED ACTION, DETERMINING THAT THE PROJECT POSES NO 
SIGNIFICANT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Gillilland, seconded by Mr. Monty and adopted upon a 
roll-call vote as follows:  
AYES:  2795 votes 
NOES:            0 votes 
ABSENT:    126 votes (Whitson) 
 
PRESTON:  Other resolutions from the floor? 
 
MIGA:  I would like to propose a resolution of condolence for the Canon family from Newcomb.  
I can give a lot of material on George Canon if we need that to back up the resolution but just off 
the top of my head, he sat on the Board of Supervisors and was Chair at least twice for quarter 
of a century.  Was over a quarter centurion Town Supervisor in Newcomb and sat on the board 
in Supervisor capacity for about forty years referred to as one of the Godfathers of the 
Adirondacks. George had the innate ability to see the higher vision to bring people together 
rather than at them be at odds and come to a consensus and brought them to a positive result. 
George was a charter member of the Newcomb Lions Club.  Fifty years ago he saw the equity 
of bringing an International Organization to a small town like Newcomb.  He sat as the President 
of the Association of Towns representing the 926 towns and villages of New York State in 
working with all the Chairs in order to get that final Presidential capacity.  A founder member of 
the Adirondack Association of Towns and Villages that backs up that idea of establishing a 
consensus, unifying as a group and having a voice in a smaller part of the State which takes on 
a greater dimension where the whole was greater than the sum of parts.  George’s 
accomplishments probably would put him at living at least 100 years.  Building the High Peaks 
Golf Course in Newcomb which is probably the crown jewel, one of the crown jewels of our town 
is something that when I look through all the paperwork involved connected with the permits, 
approvals and things of that nature it’s just a herculean effort which produces something that 
everybody can enjoy.  In closing I’d just like to say George not only fought for the Town of 
Newcomb and its citizens but for Essex County and the Adirondacks as a whole.  I’ll keep it as 
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brief as I can and just a giant in all of our lives and someone who is truly a father figure and 
someone to look up to for all of us.  Thank you. 
 
RESOLUTION #187 – OF CONDOLENCE TO THE FAMILY OF HONORABLE GEORGE 
CANON 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Miga, seconded by Mr. Scozzafava and unanimously 
adopted. 
 
PALMER:  Very nice Wes. 
 
PRESTON: Is there anything else to come from the floor? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yes I’d like to move a resolution that this Board of Supervisors names the 
Forever Wild section of the Blue Ridge Road in memory of George Canon. 
 
PRESTON: Very appropriate. Seconded by Mr. Moore.  Do we have twelve to allow it on the 
floor? 
 
GARRISON: Yes you do. 
 
RESOLUTION #188 – RENAMING THE FOREVER WILD PORTION OF THE BLUE RIDGE 
ROAD “THE GEORGE CANON MEMORIAL HIGHWAY” 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Scozzafava, seconded by Mr. Moore and adopted. 
 
PRESTON:  All in favor, opposed – so carried.  Thank you Tom.  Most appropriate.  I knew 
somebody mentioned that, I couldn’t remember who it was.  Anything else to come before the 
board? 
 
MONTY:  I’d like to offer a couple resolution of condolences one to the family Shane Smith who 
died unexpected recently.  His sister Leslie works in Dan’s office.  He was a volunteer in Town 
in a lot of areas.  I think it would be appropriate. 
 
PRESTON: Do we have twelve to allow it on the floor? 
 
GARRISON: Yes you do. 
 
RESOLUTION #189 – OF CONDOLENCE TO THE FAMILY OF SHANE RUSSELL SMITH. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Monty, unanimously seconded and adopted. 
 
MONTY:  My other resolution is for the family of Edward Bud Drummond.  He was a long time 
Town of Lewis Councilman, several members of his family work for the county.  He passed 
away over the weekend and I’d like to offer a resolution of condolence for the family. 
 
PRESTON: Do we have twelve to allow it on the floor? 
 
GARRISON: Yes you do. 
 
RESOLUTION #189 – OF CONDOLENCE TO THE FAMILY OF EDWARD C. “BUD” 
DRUMMOND. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Monty, unanimously seconded and adopted. 
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MONTY: Thank you. 
 
PRESTON: You’re welcome.  Anyone else have anything?  If not, happy 4th.  We stand 
adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further discussion to come before this Regular Board meeting it was 
adjourned at 10:50 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judy Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


